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Since the description of the Enhanced Permeability and Retention
(EPR) related to the pathophysiology of tumor tissue [1], thousands
reports have been published showing an improvement in the
therapeutic index of classical chemotherapeutic drugs with the use of
nanoparticles. The EPR effect is a phenomenon based on the presence
of aberrant immature, tortuous, hyper permeable blood vessels, and a
low density, dilated, leaky and discontinuous lymphatic vessels within
tumor tissue [2]. This specific condition produce a space where some
types of circulating materials can go in due to the high permeable
vasculature; however the way out is not that easy. The key point of
this phenomenon is the size cut-off natures of aberrant, enlarged, and
discontinuous endothelium produced in tumor blood vessels. While
normal constitutive vessels have intercellular openings with 1-100
nm, tumor vessels have defective opening intercellular space with
400-500 nm. These size differences produce a high permeable tissue
environment to nanometric materials, fact that explain the efficacy
improvement of drug when entrapped in drug nano-carriers [2].
As described previously, one of the most attractive features of EPR
is the possibility of passively increasing nanoparticles input into tumor
tissues. However, some publications have highlighted the possibility
that nanoparticles can achieve not only the blood vasculature, but
also the tumor draining lymphatic vessels. Lymphangiogenesis has
been associated with inflammation, cancer metastasis, autoimmunity,
tolerance and transplant rejection, and thus, targeted lymphatic
ablation is a potential therapeutic strategy for treating or preventing
such events [3].
As described above tumor lymphatic vessels are produced as
aberrant enlarged forms that work as open roads to sentinel regional
lymph nodes, which may pave the way for metastasis spread to distant
organs, such as lung and liver. It’s possible to use the EPR effect to reach
these tumor-associated lymphatic vessels. In addition, an alternative
choice to improve nanoparticle concentration within these structures
is the intratumoral or peritumoral injection [4]. This strategy aims to
place nanoparticles within the interstitial space, which are subsequently
absorbed by draining lymphatic vessels due to a low pressure, a typical
pattern of these vessels.
This approach was previous described [5] in an elegant
experimental set-up. In that report, authors showed the specific
ablation of tumor-associated lymphatic vessels, as well as destruction
of in-transit metastatic tumor cells inside lymphatic vessels after
peritumoral injection of photosensitizer (PS) associated to nanocarriers using Photodynamic Therapy (PDT). PDT is a combination
of PS molecules and harmless light to produce an oxidative stress and
cytotoxicity in the surrounding tissue where the PSs are accumulated
[6]. Since lymphatic vessels passively accumulate the PS, PDT can be
used as an innovative approach due to the specificity of the treatment.
Noteworthy, this report showed that experimental animals presented
significant reduction of distant metastasis when treated with this PDT
protocol [5].
After this first publication describing the ablation of lymphatic
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vessels with PDT, we published two reports involving the prevention and
reduction of metastasis with PDT and nanostructured photosensitizers
in two different tumor models: (1) a mice tongue tumor [7], showing
the prevention of loco-regional lymph node metastasis; and a mice
breast cancer model [8], showing the prevention of lung metastasis
after PDT application.
This lymphatic vessels ablation after PDT is strongly related to
the basic mechanisms involved in PDT. Basically, PDT works due
to three different biological mechanisms: (1) first the photochemical
reaction acts directly against target cells, inducing a direct cytotoxic
activity [9]; (2) second, PDT promotes the shutdown of surrounding
blood and lymphatic vessels [10]; and (3) third, PDT stimulate immune
system against tumor cells. It is worth to note that some authors
[3] demonstrated that it is possible to establish PDT conditions to
specifically destroy lymphatic vessels.
Thus, concerning the second mechanism, related to the antivascular therapy, we propose that PDT could be applied to destroy
not only blood vessels structures, but also lymphatic tumor vessels,

Figure 1: General pathway of metastatic spread and the PDT prevention
activity.
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therefore preventing metastatic cell migration by this pathway. A
scheme describing the general pathway of metastatic spread and the
PDT prevention activity is presented in Figure 1. The idea described
previously [5] and confirmed by our group [7,8] is that PDT can be used
as vascular shutdown tool to destroy those cell migration pathways,
preventing, at least partially the establishment of metastatic lesions.
It is also important to call the attention that besides blood vessels
shutdown PDT can also stimulate the immune system, making it a
useful protocol to be applied in combination to other cancer therapy,
in order to improve treatment outcomes and patient survival after the
diagnosis with neoplastic lesions (Figure 1).
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